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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

DBK Concepts Awarded ISO 9001:2015
Certification
Press Release
Miami, FL (January 30, 2019) — DBK Concepts is dedicated to providing products and
services of the highest quality, performance, and reliability. In order to achieve this goal, we
have developed a formal Quality Management System that is certified according to ISO
9001:2015 standards, and supported by all levels of management.
DBK’s Quality Management System is audited on an annual basis by Bureau Veritas, our
third-party registrar (Certificate No. US012828). Our ISO 9001:2015 certification status
provides our customers with the assurance that our systems and processes are held to the
highest of quality standards.
The benefits of ISO 9001:2015 go well beyond meeting customer requirements. This
Certification helps to enhance a degree of professionalism with business operations and
provide a culture of exceeding expectations. This is especially helpful as it creates clarity for
employee understanding of expectations and goals. DBK is a leader in serving Fortune 500
companies since 1988, as an industry-leading end-to-end provider of I.T. Hardware / Software
Solutions and Depot Break/Fix Services.
DBK Concepts’ Quality Policy
DBK Concepts excels in delivering and developing complete mobile data-collection solutions.
DBK is committed to achieving customer satisfaction and meeting all applicable requirements
through the continual improvement of its Quality Management System (QMS). DBK works
together with customers to identify the environment and applications needed, as well as
constructs a solution for business to support strategic business direction. DBK’s QMS sets
quality objectives and implements measures to monitor and enhance quality to support
customer requirements and expectations.
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